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MUSIC : TRENDY 
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How is music shared in 2020?

To what extent the internet opened the doors to the music 
industry?

Music mediums 

Music is an experience 



Broadcasting 

the transmission 
of programmes 
or information 
by radio or 
television. 

Streaming

a method of 
transmitting 
or receiving 
data (especially 
video and audio 
material) over 
a computer 
network as 
a steady, 
continuous 
flow, allowing 
playback to start 
while the rest of 
the data is still 
being received.

Digital content

Products 
available in 
digital form. 
It typically 
refers to music, 
information and 
images that are 
available for 
download or 
distribution on 
electronic media

Online to Offline

Online to offline, 
abbreviated to 
O2O, is a phrase 
that is used in 
digital marketing 
to describe 
systems enticing 
consumers 
within a digital 
environment to 
make purchases of 
goods or services 
from physical 
businesses.
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MUSIC MEDIUMS



subcultural music mediums
mainstream streaming platforms 
digital platforms dedicated to music 
shift in the type of video content 
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MUSIC IS AN EXPERIENCE
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Live experiences
Music collaborations 
Facilitating access to events 
Developing genre linked gigs
The importance of the show over the music itself 
Oversees festivals : travel 
Celebrities at the core of the experience 
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OPPORTUNITIES

Creating new ways 
of broadcasting 

music and music 
related content 

using the internet.

Developing curated 
content to serve 

the audience with 
researched and 

subcultural content.

Educate people through 
music, better inform 

the audience about the 
musical background and 
the cultural inspiration of 

music.

Featuring the experts 
behind the musical talent, 

and music industry 
insiders. In order to 

create entertaining and 
educational content.

Think about future 
ways of sharing - 

selling music.



Watchings/ Listenings/ Readings

Free and easy listening with nts radio’s Femi 
Adeyemi - Ssense 

will.i.am,Black Eyed Peas,
Beats, i.am+- Master of Scale

MIC/LINE- Hypebeast
Livestream legends Boiler Room have laun-
ched a new advertising agency - It’s nice that

Streaming music is changing the way songs 
are written- Quartz
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